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Multichannel Sleep Stage Classification and Transfer Learning using Convolutional Neural Networks

Fernando Andreotti\textsuperscript{1}, Huy Phan\textsuperscript{1}, Navin Cooray\textsuperscript{1}, Christine Lo\textsuperscript{2}, Michele T.M. Hu\textsuperscript{3} and Maarten De Vos\textsuperscript{1}

Abstract—Current sleep medicine relies on the analysis of polysomnographic measurements, comprising amongst others electroencephalogram (EEG), electromyogram (EMG), and electrooculogram (EOG) signals. This analysis currently requires supervision of a trained expert. Convolutional neural networks (CNN) provide an interesting framework to automated classification of sleep epochs based on raw EEG, EOG and EMG waveforms. In this study, we apply CNN approaches from the literature to four databases from pathological and physiological subjects. The best performing model resulted in $\kappa = 0.75$ on healthy subjects and $\kappa = 0.64$ on patients suffering from a variety of sleep disorder. Further, we show the advantages of using additional sensor data such as EOG and EMG. Last, to cope with smaller datasets of less prevalent diseases, we propose a transfer learning procedure using large freely available databases for pre-training. This procedure is demonstrated using a private REM Behaviour Disorder database, improving sleep classification by 24.4%.

I. INTRODUCTION

Sleep is a fundamental biological process, widely present in the animal kingdom, that plays a critical role in the maintenance of human mental and physical health \cite{1, 2}. Sleep medicine relies on the analysis of polysomnographic (PSG) recordings, which include EEG, EMG, EOG amongst other physiological signals \cite{3}. In order to understand these signals, guidelines that divide sleep into a handful of stages (e.g. R&K \cite{4} and the AASM \cite{5} norms) have been proposed. These subjective definitions have been the focus of criticism over the last 50 years \cite{6}, nonetheless manual scoring following these rules remains the gold-standard in clinical practice. In addition to being subjective, visual analysis of recordings is time consuming, tedious, and prone to subject variability. These drawbacks lead to a mounting number of papers published on computerised classification of PSGs \cite{7}, \cite{3}. While automated scoring provides a more objective approach, methods usually make use of hundreds of hand-engineered features obtained from physiological signals. Based on these features, traditional classification methods such as support vector machines, decision trees or neural networks (CNN) provide an interesting framework to automate classification of sleep epochs based on raw EEG, EOG and EMG waveforms. In this study, we apply CNN approaches from the literature to four databases from pathological and physiological subjects. The best performing model resulted in $\kappa = 0.75$ on healthy subjects and $\kappa = 0.64$ on patients suffering from a variety of sleep disorder. Further, we show the advantages of using additional sensor data such as EOG and EMG. Last, to cope with smaller datasets of less prevalent diseases, we propose a transfer learning procedure using large freely available databases for pre-training. This procedure is demonstrated using a private REM Behaviour Disorder database, improving sleep classification by 24.4%.

Deep learning methods are increasingly popular due to their ability to automatically generate features at multiple levels of abstraction (i.e. layers). This allows the system to learn complex functions by mapping the input to the output directly from data, not relying on hand-engineered features \cite{9}. These methods have been successfully applied in the field of computer vision and speech analysis, however applications to 1-dimensional biomedical signals (e.g. EEG) are only emerging in literature. Some of the early works \cite{10}, \cite{11}, \cite{12} proposed the usage of deep learning techniques for sleep staging. However, these studies are limited with respect to sensors used and the fact that none of these investigate sleep staging in patients suffering from sleep disorders.

In this study, we evaluate different deep learning models proposed in the literature for automatic sleep scoring. Three freely available databases, containing physiological subjects and patients with a variety of pathologies were used to assess these methods’ performance. The advantages of using additional sensors such as EOG and EMG is evaluated on multiple databases. At last, a transfer learning procedure is suggested for improving classification when data is scarce. For this purpose, a private modest-sized dataset of REM Behaviour Disorder (RBD) patients is used. As RBD disease has low prevalence and patients sleep is plagued by arousals \cite{13}, sleep classification is a challenging task. Therefore, this dataset provides an ideal case for demonstrating the benefits of transfer learning.

II. MATERIALS

In this study, to avoid a saturation on the number of needed channels in a recording setup, a single central EEG lead (C4-A1 or C3-A2, where available), an average EOG (ROC-LOC), and/or an average EMG (CHIN1-CHIN2) channels are used. Although EOG and EMG signals are used by human experts for sleep staging, they are rarely present in automated systems \cite{12}. The choice for these derivations is due to their common usage in literature. Several public sleep databases exist including different groups of healthy/diseased subjects, ages and genders. This work uses 3 openly accessible databases and a private clinical database.

All recordings were resampled at 100 Hz and divided in 30 s epochs. Preprocessing was done by using a zero-phase 100\textsuperscript{th} order FIR filter with 0.1 Hz high-pass cutoff frequency for EEG/EOG signals and 10 Hz for EMG. Annotations using R&K were converted into AASM guidelines by assigning $S_3$ and $S_4$ stages to $N_3$, while $\{S_0, S_1, S_2\}$ were relabelled as $\{W, N_1, N_2\}$, respectively. The datasets here investigated are described in the following sub-sections.
A. Physionet Sleep-EDF Database (SLPEDF-DB)

The SLPEDF-DB [14], [15] comprises 38 two-night recordings from 19 healthy subjects (recording SC4131E0 was excluded due to a missing second night). Recordings comprise 9 young males aged 28.3 ± 2.3 years and 10 young females (29.1 ± 3.4 years). Unlike most studies, EEGs were annotated using Fpz-Cz (or Pz-Oz) derivations and EOG using a horizontal derivation. Signals were originally sampled at 100 Hz except EMG, which was sampled at 1 Hz. A total of 37,147 epochs were produced, being 11.8% W, 20.3% REM, 7.3% N1, 46.0% N2, 14.6% N3.

B. Montreal Archive of Sleep Studies (MASS-DB)

The MASS-DB [16] is a large database comprising 200 healthy participants with ages ranging between 18 and 76 years, including 98 males aged 42.7 ± 19.4 years and 102 females aged 38.1 ± 18.9 years. The database contains single nights and is divided into 5 cohorts all of which were used in this study. Recordings with 20 s epochs were converted into 30 s by including 5 s before and after each segment. A total of 228,870 epochs were produced, being 13.6% W, 17.6% REM, 8.5% N1, 47.2% N2, 13.3% N3.

C. CAP Sleep Database (CAPSLP-DB)

The CAPSLP-DB [17], [15] consists of 108 single night PSG recordings of 16 healthy and 92 pathological subjects. The dataset includes 66 male (aged 48.4 ± 19.2 years) and 42 female (aged 40.0 ± 19.4 years). Between the pathologies are periodic leg movements, insomnia, sleep-apnea as well as 22 RBD subjects. The record brux1 was excluded from our analysis due to inconsistent sampling frequency, n04, n08, and n16 were excluded due to absence of either signal modality. A total of 154,094 epochs were produced, being 12.2% W, 11.8% REM, 4.5% N1, 42.5% N2, 28.9% N3.

D. RBD Database (RBD-DB)

The RBD-DB consists of 21 double-night recordings of 20 male (aged 61.5 ± 7.0 years) and a female patient aged 69 years all suffering from RBD. Data was acquired by our local partners from the John Radcliffe hospital, Nuffield Department of Clinical Neurosciences at the University of Oxford. This study complies with the requirements of the Department of Health Research Governance Framework for Health and Social Care 2005 and was approved by the Oxford University hospitals NHS Trust (HH/RA/PID 11957). A total of 45,410 epochs were produced, being 24.1% W, 11.1% REM, 12.2% N1, 36.4% N2, 16.1% N3.

III. METHODS

Convolutional and Recurrent Neural Networks (i.e. CNN and RNNs, respectively) are the most used techniques for deep supervised learning. Due to its computationally efficient algorithm and properties such as translation invariance, parameter sharing and sparse connectivity, CNNs are often the method of choice for operating over grid-like structures (e.g. images or fixed segment windows) [18]. In its hidden layers, CNNs produce feature maps with a high degree of abstraction. In this work, we apply CNN architectures from literature to classify individual epochs of sleep data. These methods are described in the following sub-sections. For reproducibility, fully-connected (FC) layers were removed and the CNNs are followed by a single softmax layer. Removing FC layers forces the network to learn good representations in the convolutional layers, potentially leading to better generalisation [19].

A. Two-layer approach [10]

The approach by [10] proposed a two-layer CNN model specifically for sleep scoring and evaluated on the SLPEDF-DB. The resulting filters of the first 1-dimensional convolution were stacked and further processed by a 2D convolution, which results in 496k parameters. To evaluate the necessity of such a stacking procedure, we also evaluate a simpler network comprising two 1D-CNNs with the same temporal dimensions as in [10] resulting in 97k parameters.


In [11] two branches of 4 convolutional layers each were proposed. Each branch operates with different kernel sizes, aiming to generate feature maps with low and high frequency content. The CNN was then followed by a bidirectional Long-short Term Memory (LSTM - a type of RNN). The authors used a single lead which mixes EEG and EOG information and tested their models on a subset of the MASS-DB. In this work we make use of the proposed CNN network, which has 844k parameters.

C. Residual Network (ResNet) [20]

In this work we apply the pre-activation ResNet (also called v2), max-pooling the first two layers to reduce dimensionality as in [19]. Similarly to [19], a receptive field of 30 samples was used in the first layer to allow the model a higher level of abstraction with a lower number of layers. We evaluated ResNet models with 12, 22 and 34 layers totalling from 608k to 4.7M parameters.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

A. Experiment 1: Input Channels and Performance

In this experiment, we aim to assess if using multiple sensors improves the classification accuracy. For this purpose, we chose to apply the DeepSleepNet model [11] due to its reported accuracy. The model is applied to various channel combinations of each dataset, using both nights from the SLPEDF-DB and RBD-DB merged into a single subject. Raw EEG, EOG and EMG waveforms are added to the input as additional features. The results of a 5-fold cross-validation are shown in Table I. Results are reported using Cohen’s κ coefficient for nominal multi-class agreement, which takes chance into consideration. As a rule of thumb, κ ∈ [0.6, 1] is considered good whereas κ ∈ [0, 0.4] is fair to poor. The model was trained in 100 epochs, with batch size 256.

From Table I we observe that including both EEG and EOG sensors significantly improves sleep stage classification. EMG improves the performance on the healthy subjects
of the MASS-DB, while on pathological cases it slightly worsens results. The SLPEDF-DB is an exception since EMG is sampled at 1 Hz, therefore much of the information is lost. The MASS-DB results agree with [12], where multiple channels of each modality were used. Different from the method presented in [12], in this work all three signals undergo the same pipeline of neural networks, i.e. using non-linear transformations rather than linear on the input and allowing the network to deal with different statistical properties of those signals. The original work by [10] made use of a single EEG channel on the SLPEDF-DB, while [11] proposed combining EEG and EOG leads into one channel of the MASS-DB. Results should be taken with care since the architecture used may have an influence. Despite its slightly worse results, EMG was kept on following experiments since it contains crucial information for pathologies like RBD [13].

B. Experiment 2: Models on Different Databases

To evaluate each model’s performance on the individual databases, we performed a 5-fold cross-validation using all three signals as input. Hyper-parameters were kept the same as in the previous experiment. In Fig. 1, the methods’ performance are depicted in terms of macro-averaged \( F_1 \)-measure, sensitivity (\( SE \)), and specificity (\( SP \)) using the largest healthy/disease databases available (i.e. MASS-DB and CAPS-DB). From this figure it is noticeable that the stacking procedure proposed by [10] considerably worsens the performance on the MASS-DB, however performs better on the CAPS-DB. As expected, increasing the number of layers on the ResNet increases performance, which differs from [19], who attributed a worsened in accuracy to ResNets overfitting the training set. From both Fig. 1 and 2 we note that the DeepSleepNet [11] consistently outperforms all other models with a modest number of required parameters.

In Fig. 2, classification performance on each database are shown using the best performing variants of each method (based on Fig. 1). It is visible that the model performs well on different datasets, except the RBD-DB which is more challenging especially for states \( N1 \) and \( REM \). REM detection is crucial for RBD as the pathology is defined based on muscular atonia occurring during this state [13].

C. Experiment 3: Fine-tuning Model to Subject

Transfer learning is an important strategy when dealing with deep neural networks. Particularly when data is scarce, such as in the cases of less prevalent disorders (e.g. RBD). This strategy allows higher classification accuracy by 1) pre-training a model in a more readily available data of a similar task; and 2) fine-tuning the network to the specific task at hand. In this study, the MASS-DB and CAPS-DB are used to pre-train the best performing methods from previous experiments (i.e. DeepSleepNet [11] and ResNet 34-layers [20]). The pre-trained model is then fine-tuned to each patient’s first night of the RBD-DB and evaluated on the second night. This personalisation procedure is similar to the one performed in [21]. As a baseline method we perform a leave-one-subject-out procedure on the second night of the RBD-DB using the DeepSleepNet, which resulted in \( \kappa = 0.45 \pm 0.15 \).

During fine-tuning, the DeepSleepNet performed best when all layers were adapted, with an average \( \kappa = 0.43 \pm 0.21 \). For the ResNet-34, parameters were only changed from the 5th residual block onward, producing \( \kappa = 0.56 \pm 0.17 \). From these results it is evident that pre-training the ResNet using large databases considerably improves classification performance on the RBD-DB. On the other hand, the DeepSleepNet [11] does not seem to produce transferable feature representations.

V. DISCUSSION

In acoustic signal processing very deep networks are uncommon, instead raw waveforms are converted into spectrograms and a few convolutional layers produce similar results [19]. Future work should compare both performance and transferability of these models. Moreover, the temporal dependency between epochs was not explored in this study. In order to treat sequences of sleep epochs, i.e. transitions between stages, [11] suggested bi-directional LSTM layers on top of the CNN network. Another limitation of this study is the amount of data on the RBD-DB. Additional subjects may be used to confirm the results here shown. Last, sleep staging is a common method in medicine, however, it only provides a partial understanding of the process itself. End-to-end learning of how to diagnose sleep disorders, on the other hand, may be more clinically relevant than improving sleep staging.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input Signals</th>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>SLPEDF-DB</th>
<th>MASS-DB</th>
<th>CAPS-DB</th>
<th>RBD-DB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EEG</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.66±0.04</td>
<td>0.67±0.03</td>
<td>0.58±0.02</td>
<td>0.46±0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EOG</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.58±0.03</td>
<td>0.66±0.01</td>
<td>0.58±0.03</td>
<td>0.43±0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMG</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.67±0.01</td>
<td>0.54±0.02</td>
<td>0.18±0.02</td>
<td>0.13±0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EEG+EOG</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.68±0.01</td>
<td>0.72±0.01</td>
<td>0.62±0.02</td>
<td>0.49±0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EEG+EOG+EMG</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.67±0.05</td>
<td>0.57±0.01</td>
<td>0.61±0.01</td>
<td>0.48±0.07</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 1. Performance of all methods evaluated in this study on largest databases MASS-DB and CAPS-DB. Metrics used are \( F_1 \)-measure, sensitivity (\( SE \)) and specificity (\( SP \)).

Table I: Experiment 1: Mean and standard deviation of Cohen’s Kappa coefficients for 5-fold cross-validation on databases and different input channels using [11].
In this work, we apply several deep convolutional neural networks to the task of automated sleep staging. Approaches are compared in terms of input sensors (EEG, EOG and/or EMG) with the help of four different databases from pathological and physiological subjects. At last, the generalisation power of these methods is demonstrated by pre-training a network on a combined large database consisting of both healthy and diseased subjects and fine-tuning this network’s weights so that it improves classification performance on a small, more challenging database (i.e. RBD-DB).
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